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No one knows WHAT it will be. It could be a natural disaster or a medical pandemic. Financial
system collapse or bioterrorism. Governmental shutdowns or societal breakdowns. The media is full
of possible threats, and they seem to be coming at us from all sides these days.No one knows
WHEN it will be. It might be today, or tomorrow. Next week or next month. Next year ... or maybe
never. But do you want to take a chance on "maybe never"?It pays to be prepared. "Prepare for the
worst, pray for the best," as the saying goes. And if there ever was a time to prepare for the worst,
NOW is that time.Survival prepping is about preparing for the worst. It's about making sure you and
your family are safe, no matter what the world throws at you.This guide on "Hunkering Down"
focuses on a scenario that would force you to stay in your home - a natural disaster which prevents
evacuation. During a natural disaster, you might need to survive for a few days or a few weeks in
your home before you can leave or before help arrives - if it ever does arrive!But don't let the
"natural disaster" part of the title fool you. You might hunker down for any number of reasons. No
matter what happens that requires you to "bug in" (the opposite of "bug out" or evacuating), this
guide can get you started in the right direction.This book contains easy-to-read, direct, to-the-point
chapters on the essentials of hunkering down. How to make sure your home is secure. Food
storage and preparation. Water storage and purification. Hygiene. First Aid. Communications.It is
written to help you as a new prepper get started. It's for us "regular folk" who want to make sure we
are prepared. If you are ready to take those first few steps on the prepper path, this book will help
you ensure your family survives, and maybe even thrives, should a disaster strike.Are you are
uncertain about what you need to hunker down? Does even the thought of hunkering down scare
you? This book can help. Together, we can put you on the right path to removing that fear and
uncertainty. In a short time, we can get you and your family ready to hunker down no matter what
disaster or catastrophe happens.
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Hunkering is the first of three (including Get Out of Dodge, and Sealing Yourself) books by Adams
that discusses the fundamentals of prepping for whatever. All three books are inexpensive, easy,
quick reads that provide a wealth of information if you've not yet considered prepping. Everyone's
situation is different: city, town, rural, natural/manmade disaster probability, proximity to floods, etc.,
but everyone should consider how to protect themselves, their property and family in case of a
disaster situation of any kind. These three books will get you started on easy ways to acquire and
store food, water, and essentials needed for riding out a disaster situation, whether natural,
manmade, political or financial. Even if you're an experienced prepper there's likely something you
hadn't thought of. Considering the price of all three, it's a no-brainer: Buy All Three... I'll be saving
my Kindle-PC versions for later reference!

Good little book! I have just started researching on becoming a survivalist and I learned quite a bit
from this book about how to prepare for a crisis. I especially like that the author provides a checklist
to print out with all the supplies one might need to be prepared for just about anything. There are
specifics on food, water purification, first aid, communication, protection, etc. Not a long read and
seems to cover all the basics. There were no specific companies listed to obtain some items that I
do not have, such as MREs, a distilling flask, quicklime and a honey bucket, but I am sure can find
whatever I need somewhere on the internet. If anyone can help me out with specifics, please reply.

I'm building a resource library for recipes, prepping because we live on the coast and often have
high winds, power outages, etc. It's also hard to grow a garden due to our climate so doing as much
research as I can! Options for how to stay put during those situations and a great resource.

Jason Ryder Adams provides a nice overview for preparing for a natural disaster which is the
emphasis of his work. Of course, the philosophy fits for sociopolitical disasters as well.The checklist
in the back of the book creates a good plumb line for people who want to evaluate their current
preparations.

This book is filled with helpful tips and advice on how we can survive during times of natural
disasters. Although these things may never happen to us, it is better if we anticipate them. Being
prepared is way better than being sorry. I even told my family and friends about this Kindle book
beause I think we should be prepared. This book teaches us how to hunker down and survive in the
comfort of our own home.

A good and broad overview of essential information.The lists are especially handy to help a
beginner tick off items as you can afford. If "Prepping" went mainstream instead of people all
needing help in a disaster we would be able to offer help to each other and keep society healthy. I
liked the reasonable approach of this author as a moderate prepper, instead of the all to common
extremist. Do yourself and your family and your community a favor- READ THIS BOOK, and then,
do what you can to be self sufficient because this will make you a valuable member of society who
can pitch in when your neighbors are in distress, or at minimum be able to save yourself and your
loved ones during a crisis.

This is a good book for learning the basics about emergency preparedness. For 99 cents there is
some very good info and checklists and I really like the section for preparing a first aid kit. I am
going to read his other two books now.

This book is short and to the point! It covers everything you need to know about the basics of
prepping. There are other books out there and I have read them too. I have read several of Jason's
books and enjoyed them all. I just wish they were in paperback so I could give them to friends and
relatives. Thank-you Jason.
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